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Abstract 

 

Diametric opposition to catastrophic event is observable at where 

infrastructure to disrupt navigation is killing children, of 

proximal stimuli to suppress, stagnate and trigger of what is 

scope of Active Shooters. The attempt to cause “state” and elicit 

“emotional consternation” is relentless and loop at this interim 

to engage Law Enforcement: pipelines of at where one is taken in 

by 5150 in such “state,” and of that unprovoked circumstance; 

thereafter, plied with psychiatric meds: isolated, classified of 

their gaslight to engage an inner child injury and define their 

distribution of drugs to them and of full conspiracy to murder 

and or capitalize off their and or another demise and of its 

Historical metrics and patterns explicit with me! 

 

Of Grievous Harms with Aggravating factors legal definition, of 

Human/Civil Rights Violations with Hate Crimes is of a letter 

sent to the then acting Attorney General Jeff Sessions and of the 

Fifteen Reports that followed. With those verifiable metrics and 

now writing Report Sixteen midst another psychiatric attack 

state, Local area security recently is engaging and aligned with 

my environmental challenges at LA Fitness at 201 S Lake Ave, 

Pasadena CA 91101, of the proximal indoctrination to bake in 

schizophrenia and to implicate a 5150, a backstory of infamy and 

violence: exclusions, jobs losses, being on disability since July 

of 1989 and of this brutal, mind-boggling oppression. 

 

Being Homeless since July of 2001, evicted from the Glendale YMCA 

for “I don’t need a reason, flogged during the pandemic with a 

ruthlessness and returning to Glendale Central Library at 222 E 

Harvard St, Glendale, CA 91205 after the pandemic last year 2021, 

I am confronted by Law Enforcement, Security, Library staff and 

patron: drugs, child porn, prostitution, human trafficking, theft 

and fraud, a loop from my hereditary family in the Pacific 

Northwest and of an Uncle and former Police Chief of Seattle 

Washington and of what now references Tukwila Washington, its 

Police Department and of the catastrophic crime metrics that 

originate from my father gravitating there, Arthur James 

McCready, who had lived in that city for decades and who had 

started thoroughbreds illegally for decades and of this criminal  

pathway into Santa Anita park Race Track at 285 W Huntington Dr, 

Arcadia, CA 91007. 

https://www.foxla.com/news/toddler-hit-and-killed-by-amazon-van-in-irvine
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2022/08/killer.jpg
https://gamifiablemobile.com/name-identity-meaning-2/
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2022/08/security.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2022/08/drugdelrs.jpg
https://www.tukwilawa.gov/departments/police/
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/ecmccready.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/ecmccready.jpg
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This Catholic Church reference of immorality in this index 

narrative presently and of the unprovoked attacks links this 

person to today 08/19/2022, for as I am on my way this morning, 

of these accost, stimuli and patterns to trigger an catastrophic 

event that is of its murder, of this lie in wait, a loop into 

former infrastructure discussed and of criminal LA Sheriffs at 

interim last year, interjecting I have stopped counting after a 

1000 contacts by Police, all unprovoked since July of 2001, I am 

confronted again and again by this bedlam of pedophiles: today a 

priori to trigger an event, even murder by Law Enforcement, so a 

lie in wait and after this accost and impediment, it is not nor 

does it happen otherwise!  

 

With this Aggravating Factor network, scope of these criminal dog 

walkers and aligned with multiple agency and of an Uber/Getaround 

torpedo and of my ride-share vehicle that is and was deliberately 

targeted to deviate navigation and implement catastrophic event 

references this driver on May 14, 2019, even now a proximal 

challenges expects to validate their gaslight as to my discussion 

here, may it be warped from that stimuli;though, I endure, 

divulge here. So, who is the crazy one? 

 

Forty-Seven Years 

 

Being on SSI/SSA Disability since July of 1989 is an unprovoked 

attack and one that has been going on for forty-seven years! 

Yesterday 08/22/2022 I enter LA Fitness in Pasadena Cali and the 

constant, unprovoked pathology continues that lead into Alhambra 

Cali Central Library, of stimuli and proximity to cause fatigue 

and trigger a catastrophic event, with staff a medium of 

delivery. Now, after decades of these types of “wake up” states 

elicited by the environment and the network, I have some 

resilience from mental, physical and environmental attacks.  

 

Yet, the violent accosts today as with yesterday after the gym 

continue, impediment and gaslight infrastructure to engage Law 

Enforcement, security and or the pathology to be a priori to 

indoctrinate is relentless, as all pipelines and resourcefulness 

and resources are inundated and criminally in scope to suppress, 

disposition and of validate by gaslight and of it as to my mental 

health and or reference substance abuse? They are there before 

https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2022/08/perp.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2022/08/perp.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/truck1.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2022/08/horn.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2022/08/liepd.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2022/08/blocbik.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2022/08/addu.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2022/08/pddog.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2022/08/torp.jpg
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me, stalk behind me and position themselves beside me! Just these 

out of consensus scum-bags! 

 

My thoroughbred “To Be Positive” was deliberately impeded at the 

starting gate at Santa Anita Race Track decades ago, a genius of 

recapitulation at where such feat would have brought me fame as a 

thoroughbred race horse conditioner, yet the subversive 

criminality and suppression continues. After viewing such heinous 

act before the Board of Stewards after that fact, brazenly 

obvious, they asked me “Do you want to do something about it?” 

That is like someone coming in your home, shooting your family up 

and the law says, you want to file charges? I quit drinking in 

85, yet I can not enter Santa Anita Park Race Track because some 

said I had alcohol on my breath? I was sober in AA for a year at 

the time!  

 

The breakdown is bizarre, hostile and ever more intimidating and 

with threats of violence, yet my ingenuity and ability has 

circumvented the most-evil and of scope that is not yet to 

divulge that is a reference of Artificial General Intelligence 

and of its awareness from what is a pipeline to my Copyrights at 

the Library of Congress along with my explicit innovation. When I 

arrived at Santa Anita Park Race Track in 1975, I was sixteen and 

went to work for Ross Fenstermaker who was training for FW 

Hooper, but the authoritative problem invested cost me that job, 

an unprovoked reference to my familial loop and of the 

criminality that is networked with the lowly of character. 

 

Police Murdering Homeless 

 

Fall of 1994, homeless even then to reference Santa Anita Park 

Race Track, Arcadia Cali, Arthur James McCready, my father who 

died in 2007, me an only son of that rape, of a career criminal 

scope, illegal thoroughbred races started by him and with my step 

mother Sylvia M. McCready of Tukwila Washington, an interstate 

criminal pipeline with Janyce Langlot, mother of Veradale 

Washington and Brad J. Beck of Greenacres Washington, step-

brother/sister in loop of murder and of its insurance receipt; 

though, stated a suicide, deduction and circumstance of evidence  

is overwhelmingly obvious of its internal cover up with law 

enforcement.  

 

That day in 1994 the Pasadena Police responded one of the 1000s!  

https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/05/s.png
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/capture-1.png
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/ecmccready.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/sylvia.jpg
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I said 1000s of unprovoked attacks and PD responses directed at 

me! They took me to Edgemont Hospital in Hollywood on a 5150 hold 

after threatening to “hunt me down and kill me.” Regularly 

impeded to get food, local target at 91101 at my definition in 

context to engage security and or otherwise; to deny me access to 

resources and resourcefulness is too lengthy to mention here; 

though, I was stabbed in context of the Pasadena Police threat in 

the bowel and almost bled to death on the operating table in 97! 

This "stick it up your ass” critic is of a deliberate positioning 

today as of the 99 Cent store in Pasadena Cali on Los Robles Ave, 

obstruction to get items, particular with old women! The denial 

of resources to carry items again aligned with pathology and of 

persons bending over in front of me, showing me their buttocks! A 

bizarre and navigational challenge today 08/28/2022; it began 

with the occupants of this vehicle, an accost and loop with 

recent maid services to challenge my way at local definition and 

of its criminal infrastructure and patterns. 

 

La Fitness on Lake Ave in Pasadena Cali is combative to be 

proximal, impede a criminal network with criminal Law Enforcement 

and security. and as with today, a 99 Cent store employee had 

tried to create a criminal assault by a vicious approach, a 

physical attack of me and most evident that had began here in 

recent scope. If I had to fight all these attacks, I would be 

imprisoned! Proximal pathology, stimuli in Alhambra Civic Library 

is combative and aligned with infrastructure of Glendale Central 

Library, of this barrier at where persons switch how who might 

serve me and a reference to this out of consensus criminality 

like today. 

 

Involving Criminal Environment of Pasadena City Court from an 

illegal Jay Walking Ticket, it included the Commissioner at 

bench, Sheriff in court-room that day: a gesturing of a previous 

physical attack at when I was being treated with interferon and 

ribavirin, homeless, an assailant had taken me down; scope of 

this Steven Segal loop with prostitution on a production at that 

interim, the black assailant had used my book-bad as a weapon and 

strategically severed my left arm at the bicep! Though, of a 

Shaolin root, a capability and sense of enemy, this was a very 

skilled attack at when I was severely compromised and of what had 

blind-sided me like the May 14, 2019 torpedo of my Uber/Getaround 

vehicle by this woman, a professional career criminal scope as 

with today. 

https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/3.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/2.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2022/08/priori.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2022/08/unnamed.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2022/08/attack.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/20211027_093537.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/threeb.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/threeb.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/file-1.jpeg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-5.jpg
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Active Shooter Reference 

 

Proximal pathology, impediment and violent accost continues with 

stimuli to subvert, oppress by a fatigue localization with me as 

a target, a priori to a trigger and cause a catastrophic event. 

LA Fitness staff and patrons is a network of criminals 

that involves law enforcement, a navigational on 09/23/2022 in 

Alhambra Cali Civic Library, as this loop is without a gray area, 

a loss of sensory acuity that I am not of the intelligence or 

experience to not know basic existential occupation is a 

misinformation set forth by criminals.  

 

Gaslighting justify a pipeline of child porn, drugs, human 

trafficking and prostitutes masquerading as Real Estate Agents is 

of this sublime narrative to indoctrinate and of that First 

Amendment Violation compounded by metrics that are of the regard 

related to the Catholic Church. The event started about 4PM to 

4:17 PM, staff in full conspiracy and with the high-school kids 

adjacent the delivery the physics, post grievous unwanted 

touching at myriad priori and of its predatory proximity. 

 

I cultivate relentlessly with 40 hz gamma, 528 hz too, so I am a 

root cause diametric to hate and or lack of regard for self and 

others; rarely, if ever am I in an environment as this 

ethnographic agent without iterative trajectory on my head; 

however, they become more aggressive to at where students 

assaulted my chair that I am  seating in, a pipeline with the 

deliberate torpedo of my  Uber/Getaround ride-share by this 

person on May 14, 2019, and on route home, the Uyghur accost is 

aligned with LA Fitness, these Dog Walkers and infrastructure in 

our communities cultivating Asian Hate. 

 

The degeneracy and patterns of the parade of children out of 

consensus was not in scope and looped to the Alhambra Police 

Officer in the theater yesterday. there to disrupt, engage in 

dialogue and indoctrinate what now deduces a harbor of terror and 

a reference to an Active Shooter cultivation. Politics aside, 

there is grave concern of the Uyghur: Black Lives Matter, riots, 

the Capital incident, smash and grab and destruction of Republic. 

 

 

 
 

https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-5.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2022/09/20220923_164414.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2022/09/20220923_163724.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2022/09/20220923_163724.jpg
https://uyghurnextgen.org/
https://uyghurnextgen.org/
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